Green Jellö’s “Three Little Pigs” Linked to Yesterday’s Fiery Apocalypse

Green Jellö, a band so shitty they were sued to force a name change to Green Jellÿ, has been found responsible for the radiological eradication of the vast majority of Earth’s creatures.

A team comprised of musicologists and intelligence experts has concluded the success of “Three Little Pigs” convinced Donald J. Trump he could ascend to the presidency of the United States. “Not only that,” said Agent X (name withheld because she doesn’t remember it), “that song stretched the tolerance of the American
public so far it lost all elasticity. I mean, why the fuck can't Trump be president in a world where *that* musical dung pile makes it to number 17 on the charts?"

Musicologist, Dave Davé, was fortunate to be deep underground hand crafting mix tapes when the nuclear detonations began. He agreed with the assessment, adding, “This pretty much cements Green Jellÿ’s place in history as the greatest one hit wonder. I figured no song had the power to end humanity after we survived 14 weeks of the Macarena at the top spot in 1996.” He sighed. “I feel like a fool.”

While dining Sunday at Mar-a-Lago, President Trump proclaimed, “Three Little Pigs is a big-league good song.” An unidentified, intoxicated White House staffer reportedly responded with a quip that Green Jellÿ’s “Misadventures of Shitman” was written about the President. Trump then ordered the full release of America’s nuclear arsenal.

Maynard James Keenan (Tool, tool), who contributed the abrasive performance of the line “’Not by the hair of my chinny chin chin,” was asked for comment and simply replied, “No regrets.”